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Introduction Tax Year Planning 

There follows a list of stuff to consider. I consider politics and tax. Finally I 

have a new Facetube account. 

Market Commentary 

No rise in the Bank of England base rate for ten years. Household disposable 

income falling whilst spending (apparently) is rising. 

Planning Ahead 

The tax year runs from April to April and allowances change every tax year. Rushing stuff leads to 
mistakes and I am looking at this now to try to avoid the panicked calls that we get every March. Here 

is a brief list: 

• ISA’s: April was the 18th birthday of these and the amount that can be invested is now 

£20,000 per person. This is generous. Those of you that are clients will be receiving forms every 

year that, when signed and returned, will automatically utilize your ISA allowances. Those of you 

who are not clients should take action. Cash ISA’s, even though they do not offer high returns, 

still secure your allowances for better years or to allow transfers to Stocks and Shares ISA’s in 

future. 

• Lifetime ISA’s. For our younger readers (under age 40) these allow you to save up to £4,000 
per year and get 25% on top from HMG for when you buy a house for the first time or for when 

you get to age 60. 

• Pensions: Personal pensions are too good to be true and save lots of tax. You can withdraw the 

whole amount at age 55; if you die before 75 they pay out tax free. Even after age 75 anything 

not drawn can go to your kids. The amounts that can be invested in pensions have been reduced 

considerably in recent years and amounts are likely to be further reduced. Buy now while stocks 

last and choose providers wisely. 

• Inheritance Tax: Said to be paid by those who distrust their kids more than they dislike the 
taxman. IHT is levied mainly at 40% and with inheritances and rises in the values of properties 

and investments many estates will pay this tax. There are various IHT mitigation options with 

the easiest being to give money or assets away whilst trying to stay alive for 7 years. 

• Savings and Dividend income: Surprisingly the tax free dividend allowance has for now been 

left at £5,000. The Personal Savings Allowance is £1,000 per year for basic rate taxpayers and 

£500 for higher rate taxpayers. 



Other good planning ideas, at any time: 

• Long term care. This is likely to impact lots of people and there are various fancy schemes out 

there to avoid care costs, some of which are marginal to say the least. However for couples it 

may be worth considering changing Wills so that when the first one dies their assets go into 

trust, avoiding the situation where they pass everything to the surviving spouse. If the surviving 

spouse subsequently needs nursing care all of the estate might get used up paying for this. 

• Powers of Attorney. Wills operate when you are dead; these are for when you are alive. They 
are a good idea since they allow trusted persons to manage your affairs if you are not able to. 

SUMMARY 

The amounts that can be tax effectively sheltered are generous and the allowances available all add 

up. Of course the best way to save tax is to lose all of one’s money so an eye must be kept on the 

primary objectives and ensure that the risk level of investments is appropriate. The starting point for 

all planning is to organise information in a readable format and we have a basic spreadsheet that is 

designed to show all of a client’s assets, liabilities, income and expenditure on one sheet. Contact us if 

you would like a copy. 

Review Service 

Our offer of a free review of your existing investments or a strategy report for new investments is 

open; call me if you would like a chat. 

And finally…

Please continue the feedback – telephone us or send an email. In the next edition I look at why it 
might not be a good idea to cash in your pension. 

P.S. 

Politicians seem to come and go like James Bond’s revolving number plates but one thing that seems 

inevitable is that HMG will now need to raise more funds and that will mean collecting more tax which, 

despite the old advert, means that tax will be taxing. 

However in the longer term it is not politics that determines company valuations but profit and cash 
flow that drive share prices. Investors should not let short-term political noise divert them from their 

investment strategy. 

As for our approach - we are not paid to be patriotic but to look after our client holdings – most of our 

clients now have approaching half of their money invested overseas and this trend may well increase, 

markets dependant. 

P.P.S. 

I now have a personal Facebook. I have 35 friends (and rising) resulting from some uncontrolled 

clicking by son #2 who set it up for me. I am not sure that I can cope with any more friends given that 

most of the existing ones seem to ‘post’ continuously day and night. We have amended our 

employment process to reject anyone with one of these accounts on the basis that they will not have 

time for both work and Facebook. 

P.P.P.S. 



We now have a corporate Facebook page. See link below. Please like us since we need lots of likes 

apparently. Confused from Birmingham. 
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